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Watson Farley & Williams (“WFW”) advised Trinity Investment D.A.C. (“Trinity”) and Deutsche Bank AG, London branch

(“Deutsche Bank”) as secured creditors/par�cipants in the restructuring of Italian shipping company Ges�oni Armatoriali

(“Ges�oni”) under Ar�cle 182-bis of the Italian bankruptcy law and the establishment of a new ownership and management

structure to operate and employ ten vessels previously in the Ges�oni fleet.

The restructuring involved a reconfigura�on of debt and mortgaged vessels between Ges�oni’s secured creditors and the

transfer of ten bulk carrier and tanker vessels to a new Malta-based ownership structure, which assumed part of Ges�oni’s debt,

and the change of the vessels from Italian to Malta flags.
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THE  RESTRUCTUR ING INVOLVED
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A RECONF IGURAT ION OF  DEBT
AND MORTGAGED  VESSE LS

The cross-border WFW Mari�me team advising Trinity and Deutsche Bank was led by London Partner Richard Dibble, supported

by Associate Charlo�e Knight and working closely with Partner Furio Samela, Senior Associate Michele Autuori and

Associate Beatrice D’Amato in the firm’s Milan and Rome offices.

Richard commented: “This was a complicated and mul�-faceted transac�on and we’re delighted to have been able to bring our

unrivalled mari�me sector exper�se and experience to bear in both London and Italy to help Trinity and Deutsche Bank

implement the restructuring and achieve their desired outcome”.

BonelliErde advised Trinity and Deutsche Bank on the Italian bankruptcy aspects of the deal, while Ashurst Milan, Studio Sandulli

and Studio Castaldo represented the other par�es to the restructuring agreement.
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Disclaimer

Watson Farley & Williams is a sector specialist interna�onal law firm with a focus on the energy, infrastructure and transport sectors. With offices in Athens,
Bangkok, Dubai, Dusseldorf, Frankfurt, Hamburg, Hanoi, Hong Kong, London, Madrid, Milan, Munich, New York, Paris, Rome, Seoul, Singapore, Sydney and Tokyo
our 700+ lawyers work as integrated teams to provide prac�cal, commercially focussed advice to our clients around the world.

All references to ‘Watson Farley & Williams’, ‘WFW’ and ‘the firm’ in this document mean Watson Farley & Williams LLP and/or its affiliated en��es. Any reference
to a ‘partner’ means a member of Watson Farley & Williams LLP, or a member, partner, employee or consultant with equivalent standing and qualifica�on in WFW
Affiliated En��es. A list of members of Watson Farley & Williams LLP and their professional qualifica�ons is open to inspec�on on request.

Watson Farley & Williams LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales with registered number OC312252. It is authorised and regulated by
the Solicitors Regula�on Authority and its members are solicitors or registered foreign lawyers.

The informa�on provided in this publica�on (the “Informa�on”) is for general and illustra�ve purposes only and it is not intended to provide advice whether that
advice is financial, legal, accoun�ng, tax or any other type of advice, and should not be relied upon in that regard. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure
that the Informa�on provided is accurate at the �me of publica�on, no representa�on or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the accuracy, �meliness,
completeness, validity or currency of the Informa�on and WFW assume no responsibility to you or any third party for the consequences of any errors or omissions.
To the maximum extent permi�ed by law, WFW shall not be liable for indirect or consequen�al loss or damage, including without limita�on any loss or damage
whatsoever arising from any use of this publica�on or the Informa�on.

This publica�on cons�tutes a�orney adver�sing.
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